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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Many remote areas and islands (RAI) are deploying renewable energy (RE), some with ambitious plans
to meet 100% of their electricity – or even final energy needs – with renewables. For most of them,
roof-top PV systems offer clear advantages but most of its deployment potential still remains largely
untapped. The setup of consistent prosumer 1 policies could provide a means to achieve the islands’
objectives faster and with lower costs to society.
This report provides guidance to policy makers on the drivers, opportunities, challenges and
implementation strategies of PV prosumer policies that can be considered within a comprehensive
renewable energy strategy for RAI. It is based on the frameworks and methodologies developed on the
IEA-RETD publications RE-PROSUMERS (2014) and REMOTE (2012). 2
There are three major opportunities for RAI associated with roof-top PV prosumers:
 Reducing generation costs: As a result of the high costs of imported diesel fuels, solar PV (including
roof-top PV) system generation costs are already below conventional generation costs in many RAI.
For RAI, this means that utilities can purchase cheaper electricity from PV producers than producing it
with diesel generators. In many RAI, electricity is subsidised in order to provide lower tariffs to
consumers. Deploying PV can reduce fuel imports, decrease exposure to fuel price volatility, and
reduce energy-related subsidies. The realized savings may also cover any incremental grid integration
cost that might be needed.
 Exploiting available space to tap full RE potential: Islands in particular have only limited land for
ground-based renewables, and they may only reach their renewable targets if they fully capture their
roof-top PV potential, especially those jurisdictions with 100% targets. PV systems installed on rooftops can provide a large share of the total electricity demand in RAI (this study estimates that shares
of over 40% can be reached), significantly higher than in mainland countries (estimated at 10-20%),
because of the generally lower electricity consumption per capita in RAI.
 Supporting the energy system: Prosumers are in the best position to mitigate large PV injection peaks
because they have the possibility to use (or store) the electricity themselves by adapting consumption
patterns before it reaches the grid. In that way, prosumers can help defer grid capacity extensions
(potentially required to integrate both central and distributed PV) and investment in central storage,
hence reducing overall energy system costs. They can also play an important role in making RAI
energy systems resilient and reliable, especially when PV systems are combined with battery storage.
Prosumers can also provide new sources of capital to finance RE generation in RAI.
It is clear that the cost savings potential depends on the specifics of each RAI energy system; in certain
cases the PV system costs may not be low enough to cover the required grid upgrades or make up for
lost utility revenues. However, where the case of total (societal) cost is positive and ambitious RE targets
are to be met, available roof-top space needs to be used to maximise the amount of PV generated
electricity. There may not be sufficient technical potential from other renewable sources to meet
national objectives and targets. Therefore, both grid-injected and self-consumed energy from roof-top
PV should be encouraged in RAI with high renewable energy targets.

1

“Prosumers” in this report are defined as individuals or entities that consume and produce electricity in a flexible way, either drawing
electricity from the grid, injecting into the grid, or consuming onsite.
2

Available for download at www.iea-retd.org
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Consequently, prosumers should be encouraged to stay connected to the grid in order to generate
electricity (and create additional benefits) for use by other consumers. As a result, exported electricity
should be remunerated at a fair price, sufficient to encourage project development. Logically,
curtailment should be minimised. The use of PV generated kWhs should be maximised which can be
achieved through self-consumption, local battery electric or thermal storage, and potentially centralized
storage.
The analysis of economic, environmental and behavioural drivers for developing prosumer policies, as
well as national conditions and stakeholders in RAI shows that, most drivers have the tendency to
favour the emergence of prosumers in RAI when compared to same drivers in mainland countries3.
This means that prosumer uptake can happen quite rapidly in RAI – potentially with PV systems installed
“behind the meter”, i.e. for pure self-consumption without grid injections. This has been already
experienced in several jurisdictions like Hawaii, Curaçao, and Fiji, among others.
There are a number of technical challenges to prosumers, such as system instabilities due to injection
peaks or outdated system components, e.g. inflexible diesel systems or old transformers and power
lines. Research suggests that most if not all of these technical challenges can be overcome; however, as
some of the mitigation measures may be costly (like grid upgrades or batteries), they become economic,
rather than technical challenges.
As in mainland countries, RAI have three strategic choices to manage the rise of prosumers: (a)
constrain, (b) enable, or (c) transition to prosumers. While many RAI have gained experiences with
enabling policies, there are few that have embarked on a truly transitional path to take advantage of the
potential benefits of increased prosumer participation in RAI. This is partly due to the fact that
transitioning to prosumers entails structural changes to RAI energy systems, most notably in two
areas:
 Firstly, the traditional role of utilities will likely have to be redefined. Utilities can face financial
challenges because self-consumption reduces energy sales. This in turn reduces utility profitability
and ability to recover costs for legacy generation and grid assets. In order to reduce the financial
impact on utilities, regulators may explore approaches where utility income is not linked primarily to
volumetric electricity sales but to other performance indicators like RE/EE or prosumer uptake (socalled “decoupling”). With the uptake of prosumers, vertically integrated utilities will also face a
certain degree of competition and more complex system operations, requiring changes to regulations,
system planning, and forecasting. Utilities may therefore investigate new business models such as
investing in roof-top PV themselves, selling energy services instead of kWh, buying and selling
prosumer power, or taking a more coordinating role between the increasing number of players in the
energy system.
 Secondly, a reconceptualization of how energy infrastructure in RAI is financed and shared may be
required. As with other RE technologies, financing roof-top PV systems is challenging, especially in
small markets coupled with – in some cases – low disposal income such as many RAI. In order to
attract capital from local banks, international finance institutions, or donors, it is necessary to raise
awareness about the importance of prosumers; lenders may need to adapt their lending protocols to
support distributed, as opposed to centralized, RE development in RAI, and to allow loan re-payments
through future electricity cost savings. Prosumers can add to the total pool of capital, thereby

3

Exceptions are potentially higher PV system costs (due to higher logistics and delivery costs, limited availability of trained technicians) and
overall RAI buying power may be lower than in mainland countries.
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alleviating the burden for cash-constrained utilities. In addition, RAI may leverage their position as a
“test beds” for attracting capital and implementing innovative business models and system
management strategies.
There is not yet sufficient experience globally on how energy systems with a very high share of variable,
distributed renewables and a large number of prosumers will function, neither in mainland countries
nor in RAI. Finding solutions for the technical, financial and organisational challenges has just begun and,
due to their unique characteristics, RAI are likely to be at the forefront of this transition. This report
does not pretend to present the ultimate solutions; but it shows that promising concepts and models
already exist. Moreover, it proposes to recognise prosumers as an integral part of RAI energy systems
in order to manage the transition as smoothly as possible and to realize the full potential of renewables
in RAI.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 . S TAT U S O F
ISLANDS (RAI)

PROSUMERS

IN

REMOTE

AREAS

AND

A number of remote areas and islands (RAI) have announced plans to supply 100% of their energy (or at
least electricity) needs from renewable energy (RE) sources within the next decades4. Most recently, in
May 2015, Hawaii passed a new bill to adopt a 100% Renewable Portfolio Standard which means that all
electricity will come from renewable sources by 2045 5. Also in remote areas with no access to central
grids, renewable technologies are advancing.6
A growing number of jurisdictions have begun to explore the potential of so-called “prosumers” – grid
connected consumers that also produce energy, partially for self-consumption – to contribute to the
transition to a cleaner and more sustainable energy system. For many of those prosumers, solar PV has
emerged as the technology of choice due to its scalability, relatively low cost, versatility, and increased
availability.7
However, even if a RAI jurisdiction has ambitious RE targets in place, this does not mean that it also has
specific prosumer policies in place, i.e. policies that support the uptake of PV on residential or
commercial buildings. For instance, of 28 Caribbean countries, by 2015 only 15 have some form of
supportive policy for distributed generation, including net billing, net metering, and/or interconnection
processes, and even fewer countries have seen significant development of prosumers.8
Instead, RAI policies are often focused on centralised RE installations, e.g. a wind parks like in Bonaire or
El Hierro, or large PV plants like in Cape Verde, Cook Islands or Saba. Reasons for this are numerous:
project and hardware costs per kW are often lower because of economies of scale, fewer parties are
involved, grid integration and operation can be easier, local utilities are more familiar with central plants
because they fit to their current business model, regulation does not require major changes, etc. In
addition development banks tend to prefer funding larger, more centralized systems over highly
decentralized or distributed ones.
While many of these reasons are valid, RAI may not only miss out some important opportunities of rooftop PV deployment, they may also face a situation where prosumer uptake will happen on its own. As
laid out in detail in chapter 3, the main drivers for prosumer uptake are rather favourable in RAI. And

4

World Future Council 2014

http://worldfuturecouncil.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Climate_and_Energy/Cities/Policy_Handbook_Online_Version.pdf
5

The bill was signed by the governor on 10 June 2015. http://www.go100percent.org/,
http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/measure_indiv.aspx?billtype=HB&billnumber=623&year=2015
6

IEA-RETD REMOTE 2012, IRENA 2014, etc.

7

IRENA 2015a finds that in general statistical data for “off-grid systems” (which include PV roof-top connected to local grids) is scarce. For
developed countries the category of off-grid systems for self-consumption of solar PV power generation in residential households “is relatively
small and most residents still rely on the grid for part of their load”. In developing countries fewer than five million households had energy
access through off-grid solutions, including also other RET like small hydro (Sierra Club 2013). Note that the term “off-grid renewable energy
system” is not clearly defined. PV prosumers in RAI may fall under this term, even though they are connected to a local grid.
8

Source: Meister Consultants (2015)
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although statistical evidence is scarce, there are first signs that – thanks to falling PV system costs –
“unregulated” PV deployment is already starting in RAI without prosumer policies.9
Although there seems to be great potential for residential and commercial prosumers in RAI, their
development at a general level or across specific countries has not yet been assessed in-depth.

1.2.

M O T I V AT I O N A N D O B J E C T I V E S

This report aims to provide strategic guidance to policy makers of RAI, but also of those in mainland
countries, on how to assess prosumers opportunities and risks and lay out the grounds for wellstructured policies. It will do so by applying the policy framework established in the IEA RETD REPROSUMERS (2014) report to RAI, by combining it with findings of the REMOTE (2012) and the RE-COMPROSUMERS (forthcoming) reports, and by comparing RAI with mainland countries.
The RE-PROSUMERS report stated: ”Islands and remote areas face greater grid integration challenges
than do non-remote areas. They are also likely to have higher retail electricity costs than “mainland”
communities. As a result, they are likely to experience pressure for prosumer scale-up earlier than other
jurisdictions and may also face a different set of grid integration challenges than larger, and more
interconnected jurisdictions.” ... and…
“There is an opportunity to provide targeted support to regulators and utilities in islands and remote
areas as to how to think through and pursue structural prosumer transitions. There is also an
opportunity for mainland communities to learn from islands that have already embraced high
penetrations of renewable energy how their transitions were specifically managed.”
This report will explore the implications of these statements in more detail and demonstrate the
importance of establishing prosumer policies in RAI. It focuses on RAI where electrification is already
widespread, rather than on countries or communities that lack access to modern energy10.

9

For instance project developers in Fiji and the Bahamas design roof-top systems to supply power onsite, not to export power into the grid but
to reduce energy bills. http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=248442; http://www.sunergisegroup.com/about/;
http://solarbahamas.net/Solar_Bahamas_Projects.html Deployment rates of these systems may still be low.
10

This means also that typical Solar Home Systems deployed in developing countries consisting of a panel and a small battery to power lighting
or small electric devices are not in scope, even though their users could be considered as prosumers as well.
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2. PV PROSUMERS OFFER THREE MAJOR
OPPORTUNITIES FOR RA I
Policy makers in RAI may ask why specific prosumer policies should be established and if general support
policies for renewable technologies may not be sufficient. This chapter will explain the most important
opportunities for RAI societies that come with the deployment of PV systems installed on roof-tops in
combination with prosumers.

2 . 1 . R E D U C I N G G E N E R AT I O N C O S T S W I T H P V
With regards to renewables, one of the most crucial differences between mainland countries and RAI
is that, in many RAI, levelized cost of roof-top PV generation can undercut utility generation costs.
In RAI utility generation costs consist primarily of diesel fuel costs. In mainland countries prosumer
generation costs may be below retail rates (i.e. generation costs plus grid costs and taxes) but they are
usually not at levels of the generation costs of the system mix (wholesale market price). Graph 1 below
depicts this difference in a simplified way by comparing the stacks which make up the retail price
(grey/blue bars) with PV generation costs (orange bar).

Graph 1: Electricity cost comparison mainland country vs. RAI11. Source: Authors’ elaboration.
For RAI this means that utilities can actually purchase electricity cheaper from prosumers than if they
produced it themselves with diesel generating sets (gensets).12 When utilities can sell this prosumer
generated electricity to other customers, they can realize (gross) savings (light blue bar). These savings
may have to be used to cover potentially required integration costs like cost of system upgrades,
improve diesel genset flexibility, automation of system operations, storage, etc. 13 (red bar). When those
11

Generation costs include CAPEX, OPEX, fuel and financing costs. The graph also considers that PV generation costs in RAI may be higher than
in mainland countries for various reasons (for more details on PV cost drivers in RAI see chapter 3).
12

Utilities can certainly also invest in own PV generation.

13

FS-UNEP (2015) calls these costs “balance of system (BOS)”.
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are smaller than the gross savings, net savings can be achieved; the break-even point has to be
calculated for each RAI individually. But, as a rule of thumb, the larger the difference between diesel
generation costs and PV generation costs, the more beneficial is the substitution of diesel generated
kWhs with PV generated kWhs.
Graph 2 shows for seven RAI, from countries in Central/Latin America, Africa and South-East Asia, that
the Levelized Costs of Energy (LCOE) of diesel is roughly twice as high as the PV LCOE (in this case for
ground-mounted PV; the difference would be smaller for roof-top PV).

Graph 2: LCOEs of diesel vs. PV in seven RAI. Source: FS-UNEP 2015
It should be noted that both graphs only show the comparison for the marginal kWh that is purchased
from a PV owner. The actual LCOE of the electricity sold in a diesel-PV hybrid system is a result of the
diesel and PV LCOEs weighted with their respective share within the system mix.
In the Cook Islands, diesel generation has gone down by roughly 4 GWh in 2014 (from 29 GWh in 2011
to 25 GWh , some 14%) according to the utility, largely due to energy efficiency measures but also due
the growth in PV (5 kW in 2011 to over 1.1 MW in 2014) which is partially consumed onsite. At 70$/bl
crude oil price this translates into approximately 150,000$ of fuel savings per year. 14
Reducing energy subsidies: In many RIA, electricity is subsidized in order to avoid high electricity prices
for private and commercial customers. For example the tariffs in the French Oversea Departments and
Territories including Guadeloupe, Tahiti, New Caledonia, La Réunion, etc., are the same as in mainland
France. Most Pacific island utilities also charge consumers less than the full cost of supply15. If energy
cost decreases due to the deployment of PV systems these subsidies can be reduced and/or redeployed,
at least in the mid to long term.

2 . 2 . E X P L O I T I N G A V A I L A B L E S P A C E T O TA P F U L L R E
POTENTIAL WITH ROOF-TOP PV
While the first point is valid for PV systems in general, i.e. also centralized systems, this section explains
the importance of deploying PV on roof-tops.

14

Assuming a fuel conversion rate of 3.8kWh/l (average for pacific region according to Pacific Power Association report), a local oil price
multiplier of 1.3 and 1 GWh saved by PV. 70$/bl correspond to roughly 0.15$/kWh, i.e. the fuel alone (without CAPEX and other costs) is in the
range of the PV LCOE.
15

PPA Benchmarking report (2013) http://www.ppa.org.fj/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Benchmaking-Report-2012-Final.pdf, p. 33
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Roof-top PV systems in RAI can provide a large share of the electricity generation, significantly higher
than in mainland countries. The reasons are that often RAI do not host large industries, and households
tend to consume less electricity, many times because of lower disposable income, which leads to lower
electricity consumption per capita; for instance in the French oversea departments it ranges between
1.3 and 4.5 MWh/inhabitant while it is at 8.5 MWh/inhabitant in mainland France. Admittedly, for
remote areas in Northern countries this argument only holds during the summer months.
Studies of roof-top potentials in mainland countries show that roof space allows for PV installations of
roughly 1-2 kW/inhabitant16. Due to a lack of comparable studies analysing potentials in RAI, in a very
rough estimation a 1 kW/inhabitant ratio has been applied to a number of RAI of different sizes,
multiplied by the number of inhabitants and the average level of irradiation (full load hours) and set in
relation to the total electricity consumption. Graph 3 below shows how this translates into the potential
share of roof-top PV: While in mainland countries the share is in the range of 10-20%, it can reach more
than 40% in RAI.17

Graph 3: Estimated roof-top PV generation potential as share of total electricity demand. Source:
Authors’ analysis.
The level of roof-top PV potential depends on a range of factors, including the housing infrastructure,
density, population size, electricity consumption per capita, etc. More precise figures would need to be
estimated on a case-by-case and island-by-island basis.18
Available space and general RE potential: RAI have often limited available surface, so tapping into the
roof-top potential is crucial and most notably islands (this applies less to remote mainland areas, such as
the Arctic region, or the Australian Outback). In addition, RAI regions are often considered to be more
environmentally sensitive, and may even be protected, which reduces the available sites for ground-

16

For data assumption see table in section 7.8.

17

For data assumption see table in section 7.8. Source: RE-COM-PROSUMERS (forthcoming) citing data from BMWi, ADEME and others. As an
example, in April 2013, a workshop with the Palau president and IRENA concluded that Palau could easily install photovoltaic (PV) power
systems, using solar cells on roof-tops and parking lots, to provide 30% of the island’s total electricity requirements.
18

Detailed assessments need to consider typical building and roof-top designs, shadowing through e.g. trees, weight restrictions, orientation,
etc.
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mounted PV or other renewable technologies. For instance, in Martinique there are only very few areas
where onshore wind can be installed; also most small island atolls have almost no free land of the size
that would be required for RE deployment. On the volcanic island of Saba the only available open areas
will be covered with the two 1MW PV plants under development, leaving literally no other space for
additional PV than roof-tops (see Picture 1 giving an impression of the island’s topography).

Picture 1: Aerial view of Saba island
Apart from space limitations, ground can be costly and the situation of land ownership rights can be
complicated; this is the case in many Pacific Island jurisdictions where ownership issues can make siting
and even leasing quite complex, if not almost impossible.
Siting PV projects on roof-tops has a low additional environmental impact because the buildings exist
already, it raises fewer land-use conflicts than ground-mounted PV and roof-tops may be among the few
spaces available to capture renewable energy in RAI.

2.3. SUPPORTING THE ENERGY SYSTEM WITH PV
PROSUMERS
If the large roof-top PV potential is exploited, as stated above, the impact of roof-top PV alone on the
power system (not even considering ground-mounted PV) can be very large. In fact installed power
capacity can exceed the maximum power demand during the day-time when solar radiation is the
highest.
Graph 4 below illustrates this risk: the yellow PV supply curve could be higher than the blue demand
curve around noon.
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Graph 4: Roof-top PV supply vs. demand curve. Authors’ elaboration.
This is where prosumers come into play, bringing in a number of additional benefits to the RAI energy
systems:
Prosumers are in the best position to smooth the output profile of their energy system because they
have direct access to the electricity before the net production reaches the grid. This has also been
detailed in a recent report of the French General Directorship of Energy and Climate Change (DGEC,
Ministry of Ecology and Energy, 2014) which states that in order to mitigate large injection peaks as
much as possible, self-consumption presents an important opportunity to balance the electric grid and
reduce grid costs. It proposes the optimization of consumption profiles and adequate sizing; the latter
point will be briefly discussed below.
Prosumers are capable of increasing the resilience of the overall system: RAI need resilient energy
systems. Due to their remoteness and few or no interconnection, they are more exposed to extreme
weather conditions like hurricanes, extreme heat or cold, or other natural events (earth quakes, volcanic
disruptions, floods, etc.). Prosumers can help to make the energy system as a whole – as well as
individual/local systems – more resilient, and to ease the effects of damages to the grid. For this to
happen, the individual PV systems have to be designed in a way that it is technically possible to consume
electricity directly from the PV system even if the local grid is down. On Cayman Islands, for instance,
the PV systems can be configured to connect either in front of the meter or behind the meter in order to
allow for battery systems and backup power.
Prosumers can provide additional grid and power system benefits: In addition to the above mentioned
injection peak reductions, prosumers can provide other benefits. Depending on the number and size of
PV installations, on-site power generation can reduce system losses and surcharges in the transmission
and distribution systems. In tropical islands it can be observed that the load is increasing because more
air-conditioning systems are being installed. These systems can overload the distribution lines, leading
to voltage stability issues. But since air-conditioning is mainly a day-time load, onsite PV can help to
offset that load and hence avoid or delay investments in grid upgrades.
Prosumers bring in private financing of RE capacity: Even if income levels in RAI tend to be lower (see
also discussion of the driver “buying power” below), there tends to be a share of the population capable
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of financing PV rooftop systems, either privately or with the support of bank loans. This “individual”
financing contributes to the development of new generation capacity while allowing utilities to defer or
reduce their own expenditures, easing the financial burden especially for cash-constrained utilities.
However, the potential of prosumer self-financing in RAI may not yet be sufficiently explored by
international finance institutions 19 or RE-related studies conducted for RAI. For instance, the Mini-grid
Policy Toolkit of the Africa-EU Renewable Energy Cooperation Programme (RECP) from 2014 does not
consider the concept of individually owned roof-top PV systems connected within a mini-grid.
Prosumers’ activities increase the overall energy awareness: In order to maximize the return of their
investments, prosumers may better manage their energy needs and consumption patterns than nonprosumers20. Given the rather small communities, discussions among citizens about benefits of
prosumer installations can quickly reach consensus among a large parts of the population. This can, in
general, lead to higher awareness of energy related issues helping promote structural changes for RAI
energy systems to become more sustainable.

2.4. INTERIM-CONCLUSIONS
Detailed studies for individual RAIs are required to analyse total societal costs and benefits, and some of
the opportunities described above may not be applicable to all RAI. Especially the cost savings potential
depends on the specifics of each RAI energy system; in certain cases the PV system costs may still not be
low enough to cover required grid upgrades or make up for lost utility revenues.
But where most of the opportunities do apply, and where ambitious RE targets are to be met, RAI should
strive to fully capture their available roof-top PV potential. Otherwise there might simply not be enough
electricity available from other renewable sources. Therefore both grid-injected and self-consumed
energy from roof-top PV should, in general, not be restricted in RAI, but rather encouraged. This
entails a few consequences:
 Prosumers should ideally stay grid-connected to be able to provide electricity for other consumers,
even if at times some electricity needs to be stored centrally. In addition, the advantages described
about resilience and general grid support can only be realized if prosumers do not defect from the
grid. In order to avoid large-scale grid defection (a substantial risk in RAI if storage costs continue to
decline), prosumers should be encouraged to stay on the grid by providing fair compensation for
each kWh injected as well as for other system services they can provide (back-up storage, ancillary
services, black start capability, etc.). Remuneration levels are discussed in section 5.3
 Curtailments need to be avoided to the extent possible in order to make best use of every kWh
produced. This can be achieved by encouraging self-consumption and on-site or local storage, as well
as by making strategic use of demand sinks such as thermal storage. In certain cases central storage
may be required as well.
Graph 5 depicts these implications:

19

In a rural community in Chad the project developer TTA proposed in a pilot project to investigate the potential of grid-connected roof-top
installations. But the grant money from an international finance institution was meant to be used to supply a certain number of kWh to
residents through a central system, there were no funds earmarked for innovative concepts. TTA is currently developing a concept for rural
electrification and financing which considers co-financing of grid-connected roof-top systems by local people.
20

However, knowing that clean energy comes “almost for free from the roof” may encourage prosumers to consume more energy during daytimes, e.g. for air-conditioning, thus leading to a certain rebound effect. This could be countered through economically interesting
compensation schemes for exported energy, see further down in the report.
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Graph 5: Implications of encouraging roof-top PV to reach RE-targets . Authors’ analysis.
While it is obvious that during the different deployment stages certain technical restrictions may have to
be applied, these consequences can have serious repercussions on the energy system, from the
technical, financial and organisational point of view. Those are discussed in chapter 4 and 5.
In the following the drivers that influence the uptake for PV prosumers in RAI are analysed in more
detail.
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3. KEY DRIVERS SUGGEST QUICK PROSUMER
U P TA K E
Acknowledging the various opportunities of prosumer uptake requires a more detailed analysis of the
influencing factors that can either have enabling or constraining effects on prosumer uptake. In 2014,
the IEA-RETD RE-PROSUMERS study developed a framework of drivers and stakeholders in the context of
PV prosumers. This framework is now applied to RAI, putting emphasis on the comparison between RAI
and mainland countries.

3.1. DRIVERS FOR PROSUMER DEVELOPMENT
According to the framework laid out in RE-PROSUMERS, there are four main drivers that can either
constrain or enable the emergence of prosumers: Economic, behavioural and technological drivers as
well as the national conditions.

3.1.1. Economic Drivers
Costs of PV systems are in general higher in RAI due to higher logistics costs, smaller scale, lower
availability of skilled technicians, less competition, and potentially higher administrative (soft) costs.
However, costs between RAI may differ significantly and in some RAI they may be very close to best-inclass mainland installations. Graph 6 below shows the price differences in the Caribbean islands where
some RAI achieve costs of below 2.00 $/W, the averages (3.85 $/W for residential systems, $ 2.69 $/W
for commercial systems) are actually below mainland US price levels ($4.69/W residential, 3.89 $/W
commercial) but still above very competitive markets like Germany (2.05 $/W for residential).21

Graph 6: Examples of distributed PV System pricing in RAI (Source: Meister Consultants, 2015)
Cost of financing: Another important factor in PV system costs to be considered is the cost of financing.
The FS-UNEP (2015) compares the LCOE of pure diesel with diesel-PV-hybrid systems. The reduction of
the fuel costs leads to a significant reduction of total LCOE, shown the two columns at the left in Graph 7
below, which depicts the case of Busuanga in the Philippines. However, once financing costs for the

21

NREL 2014: Photovoltaic System Pricing Trends http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/62558.pdf
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higher capital investment of the hybrid system are added (last columns on the right) the costs of diesel
and hybrid systems can almost equal out.

Graph 7: LCOE Diesel vs. Hybrid, example Busuanga, Philippines. Source: FS-UNEP (2015)
Generation cost: As mentioned above, prevailing electricity generation cost in RAI is one of the most
important drivers. In many RAI diesel generation makes up more than 90% or even 95% of power
generation and the share of fuel costs in the generation costs can be in the range of 70-80%. Fuel costs
are highly variable and the drop in oil prices end of 2014 demonstrates once again that they are
unpredictable. But betting on lasting low future oil prices can be risky, therefore RAI like the Northwest
Territories consider investments in PV as hedge against rising oil prices.
Price level of electricity tariffs: As a direct consequence of the high generation costs, the prevailing
electricity prices in RAI are usually much higher than in mainland countries, e.g. in Hawaii they are more
than three times higher per kWh as the US average ($0.36/kWh compared to $0.10/kWh). Average tariff
levels for residential customers on other Pacific Islands are reportedly around $0.45/kWh22. Subsidies
distort the final price that consumers have to pay, and may make prosumers business case unviable even
though the PV generation costs may be lower than the generation costs of the utility.
For commercial customers rate structures have a high influence on the business case of roof-top PV
because in mainland countries they often pay a fixed rate in addition to a volumetric rate, the latter
being usually lower than volumetric rates of residential customers 23. However, the variety of commercial
tariffs in RAI is less pronounced than in mainland countries and the volumetric rates are higher.
Self-consumption ratio and insolation: These drivers are not RAI specific and can be as variable as in
any mainland jurisdiction. Latitude and climate zone are the driving factors for insolation. The hotter the
climate, the more likely it is to have high electricity consumption during the midday peak due to airconditioning when also PV output is the highest, at least in RAI with a relatively high level of
development where people can afford air-conditioning. This can increase the self-consumption ratio
considerably. Commercial prosumers like super markets may be even able to reach self-consumption
ratios of close to 100%, covering a fair amount of their base load by roof-top PV (RE-COM-PROSUMERS).
In poorer Pacific Islands, daytime electricity demand is quite low, and peaks at night as people turn on
the lights, TVs, etc. Because of low daytime demand, a lot of distributed PV would push the diesel sets
offline, or force them to operate less efficiently, which utilities generally try to avoid.

22

http://www.ppa.org.fj/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Benchmaking-Report-2012-Final.pdf, p. 52 of pdf

23

RE-COM-PROSUMERS 2015 (forthcoming)
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Buying power: In many RAI, especially in developing countries, income levels are in general low, and
often lower than in mainland countries (GDP per capita in the Caribbean ranges from $3,739 in Guyana
to $22,312 in the Bahamas compared to $53,042 in the US)24. It is therefore not feasible for many
households and businesses to invest in roof-top solar systems. Moreover, the lack of financing options,
like consumer loans, that could make PV more affordable on a pay-as-you-go basis, is also often a
barrier. These are clearly factors which have a constraining effect on prosumer uptake in RAI.

1.1.1 Behavioural Drivers
RE-PROSUMERS found that only little information about behavioural drivers of individual prosumers
exists which makes statements about those in RAI somewhat speculative. Compared to inhabitants of
mainland countries, RAI inhabitants may have a higher desire for greater energy autonomy because
questions of energy dependency are more present, especially where electricity supply is not only
expensive but also unreliable. Therefore, RAI inhabitants may embrace the idea of becoming (at least
partially) independent prosumers more quickly than inhabitants of mainland countries.
In RAI with protected nature reserves, or on islands that are already affected by rising sea levels due to
climate change, inhabitants may also be more aware of environmental preservation issues. For example,
in Saba eco-tourism is one of the major sources of income, therefore a sustainable image is the second
most important driver for RE deployment behind fuel cost savings.

1.1.2 Technological Drivers
New technologies that help increase the self-consumption ratio, like batteries or electric vehicles, can
accelerate the uptake of prosumers in RAI.
Batteries: IRENA sees electrical storage solutions for RAI as one of the major policy areas to focus on.25
The deployment of batteries will mitigate peak injections and ease the impact on the energy system.
Battery storage can also reduce generation costs in PV/diesel hybrid systems.26 While batteries may still
be too costly for many customers in the short-term, systems should be already designed in a way that
they can be upgraded at a later stage. Batteries can make especially good sense for prosumers in RAI
where peak demand does not align with peak supply or that have unreliable power supply. For instance,
in remote communities in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, people have started to first install
batteries with inverters because of the unreliable grid; only recently were these systems retrofitted with
PV modules. RE-COM-PROSUMERS finds that for certain commercial prosumers (like supermarkets)
storage technologies may not be needed as the self-consumption ratio is high anyways; however, in RAI
commercial prosumers may take factors like grid reliability differently into account.
Electric vehicles: Many RAI, and especially islands, are rather small, so transportation is reduced to short
distances per trip. Prosumers may see an opportunity to reduce their fuel bill by employing electric
vehicles and charging them with self-generated electricity27. This will in turn further reduce oil imports.
In addition, electric vehicle batteries present another storage opportunity. Given the still elevated costs

24

World Bank, GDP data for period 2010-2014, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD, accessed 25 May 2015
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IRENA (2015b)

26

Reiner Lemoine Institute (2014)

27

Potential savings depend certainly on the driving patterns, e.g. if EVs are used for commuting they cannot be charged with PV power during
work days at home.
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of electric vehicles, it is obvious that this is currently only an option for rather affluent prosumers unless
governments incentivize their purchase.
However, due to the remoteness and smaller size of their markets, it cannot be expected that major
technological advancements that could accelerate prosumer development, such as new developments
in PV, electric vehicles, storage, demand response, and energy efficiency, will be primarily developed for
RAI. But, as discussed later, RAI can play an important role as testing fields for new technologies. It is
therefore also a matter of political will and enabling framework conditions to attract research institutes
and innovative companies to RAI.

1.1.3 National Conditions
National conditions combine a number of aspects that can vary largely between RAI. For instance the
total roof-top space available for PV depends on the number of inhabitants and population density. In
general terms though, RAI may have a larger share of single family homes or rather smaller buildings
than mainland countries; high-rise, large condominiums or hotels may exist in island capitals or certain
tourist locations but they are less common as in highly populated mainland. This aspect potentially
facilitates the uptake of prosumers but detailed studies of roof-top potentials in RAI have to be carried
out.
Home owners are more likely to install PV than tenants. The share of building owners vs. renters differs
in mainland countries (ownership 66.7 % in UK, 53% in Germany) and so they do in RAI (61% in Hawaii,
47% in Fiji) which means that no general statement about more favourable conditions in RAI can be
made. But ownership rights (particularly over land) is a major issue in the Pacific islands region, and
causes numerous problems with siting solar PV, particularly ground-mounted, but also on roof-tops
because some buildings stand on land whose ownership is unclear.
The electric grid reliability is generally perceived as inferior in RAI than in mainland regions 28, making it
more attractive for inhabitants to become less grid-dependent and less exposed to brown or black outs.
The recurrence of power outages or voltage drops, combined with the high costs of diesel fuel, may
further motivate both residential and commercial customers to explore self-generation options that
make use of solar PV.
Electricity demand trends differ highly between RAIs as they depend among others on buying power,
degree of sophistication in energy efficiency, and rate of population growth. Some RAI suffer population
loss, others attract new residents and/or tourists. In case of a decreasing population the people who
plan to stay may still decide to become prosumers; in case of an increasing population, prosumers are
likely to increase as well.

3 . 2 . S TA K E H O L D E R S
The different stakeholder groups involved or affected by the emergence of prosumers may have
conflicting interests, leading to political pressure on policy makers.

28

This assertion is based on interviews. Reliability is a measure that needs to consider different types of issues (e.g. full p ower loss vs. voltage
drops), number of instances, length, timing, affected areas and inhabitants, etc. Data for US states show that in Hawaii average of outages per
inhabitant is higher than e.g. in California (14.3 compared to 9.5 outages/million inhabitants) and their average length was with over 7 hours
longer than in most other states (many states show averages of less than 2 hours, California 4 hours). www.eaton.com/blackouttracker (2011)
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Residential Prosumers: If system costs continue to come down and in absence of constraining policies, it
is likely that prosumer numbers will steadily increase in RAI, making them a more powerful group that
can seek to influence policy decisions in their favour. In general, in countries deploying PV there is no
good representation of PV producers and thus their interests, objectives and financial situation remain
largely under represented. With less PV producers involved in absolute terms, in RAI it may be easier to
run surveys or to group concerned individuals in associations or “solar clubs”.
Commercial prosumers: Many RAI (maybe less so remote areas in the North) have a large number of
tourists during the year. For example, Cook Islands accommodate annually 100,000 tourists compared to
some 15,000 inhabitants, so the energy needed to serve those tourists can exceed 10% of the total
energy consumption29. If commercial enterprises like hotels, restaurants and shops can consume selfgenerated electricity from PV, they could reduce their energy bills substantially.
Consumers (non-prosumers): Non-prosumers may feel they risk increasing electricity rates as the fixed
costs of infrastructure assets would be spread over a smaller volume of kWh consumed. This issue may
be less pronounced in RAI since a large part of the electricity costs are variable fuel costs.
The number of single family homes is potentially higher in RAI, so a higher share of electricity consumers
may actually have the opportunity to become prosumers themselves. But this could mean that the
relatively few non-prosumers may be negatively affected if no counter-measures are taken. So there is a
call to keep a balance to avoid under-recovery of fixed costs for infrastructure assets as prosumers
develop and to avoid giving the impression that prosumers make money at the expense of nonprosumers.
For instance, the government of the Northwest Territories of Canada gives investment support for
installing roof-top PV30; they are openly addressing the concerns of “injustice” that these subsidies may
mainly benefit the rather affluent community members that can afford to finance large parts of a PV
system.31
The importance of socio-cultural issues in small, remote communities was also discussed in REMOTE in
the context of community acceptance, highlighting the importance of community ownership. The
rich/poor divide can also be a tough political issue on islands when PV systems on vacation homes
owned by „mainlanders” are potentially cross-subsidized by lower income „islanders“.
RE-PROSUMERS discussed the issue of potential cost-shifting between prosumers and other rate payers
in light of the value that is attributed to prosumers for providing broader societal benefits (like reduced
pollution, increased resilience and local economic development). Those benefits are arguably higher in
RAI as prosumers already lead to lower energy system costs due to avoided fuel costs.
Governments. Given the high energy prices and the recent fall in RET costs, governments in RAI are
increasingly shifting their focus to promote RE as their urgency is higher than in mainland countries. In
RAI where energy consumption is partially subsidized, fuel costs savings may allow for a reduced need to
raise taxes to finance those subsidies. In RAI where all energy costs are paid by ratepayers, tax income
would decrease since RE lead to reduced fuel imports and self-consumption leads to a reduction of

29

Assuming in average 7 overnight stays per tourist.

30

http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/alternative-energy-technologies/funding-programs

31

Source: Interview with NWT government representative, see case study.
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sales. Despite high electricity prices, many RAI do apply taxes, e.g. Jamaica applies a General
Consumption Tax on electricity consumption (10%)32, Grenada imposes Value Added Tax (VAT) of 15% on
the non-fuel portion of electricity charges, an environmental levy on domestic rates and there is also a
6% customs service charge paid on all fuel imported.33 Graph 8 below shows the share of taxes and
levies on average commercial electricity bills in Caribbean islands.

Graph 8: Taxes/levies on average commercial monthly electricity bills in Caribbean islands. Source:
Grenada Electricity Service Ltd.34
However, the issue of reduced energy tax revenues through reduced energy sales may be less
pronounced than in mainland countries because socio-economic development triggered by lower
electricity prices may be of higher importance. Therefore governments may have rather higher incentive
to promote prosumers in RAI as long as it does not impact negatively the solvency of the – often publicly
owned – utility.
Regulators: Where regulators in RAI are in place, they can be quite powerful, as can be seen in the
example of Hawaii where the regulator reprimanded the utility to be more pro-active in deploying
renewables (see case study below). In other cases it has been reported that prosumer enabling policies
were blocked by regulators mainly due to institutional inertia.35
Utilities: In most RAI vertically integrated, often publicly owned utilities prevail, i.e. an unbundling of
generation and grid operation has not taken place. Prosumers can the revenue of utilities which poses a
threat to their business model. Although utilities may not be allowed or able to reap large benefits
anyways because of heavy regulations or public subsidies, they do have an interest to maintain or

32

The monthly bill consists of costs for fuel, operations, and administration, as well as the mandated Value Added Tax (VAT) of 15% on the nonfuel portion of the bill and the environmental levy of $5 or $10 on domestic rates that are paid directly to the Government and Solid Waste
Management Authority respectively (IDB 2014).
33

Grenada Electricity Service Ltd. 2015 http://grenlec.com/Portals/0/Small%20Island%20Electricity%20Sector%20Comparison%20%20OP%20ED%20March%202015.pdf
34

The reason for the bar of Granada being green is because this study compared Granada against other Caribbean islands. EC$ stands for East
Caribbean Dollar (Exchange Rate: 1 US$ = 2.7 EC$)
35

Interview with project developer TTA
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extend their business. Moreover, RAI governments do not have an interest to see utilities getting into
financial difficulties.
Still, it is upon the government or regulator to define how the costs for generation assets and grid
infrastructure have to be recovered (see proposed strategies later in this report). If a RAI utility does not
want prosumers, they can suppress them more easily due to the lack of competition. But the other way
around is true, too: If they see the opportunities, it can go very quickly. For example, the Barbados utility
Emera Caribbean has recently proposed a 100% renewable plan for the island including high targets for
roof-top generation36. The challenge here is that utilities will need to think differently about their
business model; many of them may not yet be prepared to do this. This remains one of the main
barriers to prosumerism, not only in RAI but also in mainland countries. 5.4.1 lays out few ways on how
to overcome those barriers.
Supply Chain – Technology Providers. Local businesses in RAI may see opportunities to sell PV systems
or related installation services as well as potentially other products like batteries, heat pumps, electric
vehicles, etc. Even though these businesses may not be as well organised and powerful as in mainland
countries, they may actually represent a relatively high share of the local value-add and are therefore
quite important for the local economy and job market. Additionally, local branches of international
players may find the RAI experience useful in preparation of further mainland expansion to come.
Number of stakeholders: There is also a general point that can be made about stakeholders in RAI: As
they have comparably small populations, the absolute numbers of stakeholders and thus the absolute
number of different opinion and views is smaller than in mainland countries. This does not mean that
opinions cannot differ or would be less pronounced, but there is potentially a higher chance to get
agreement on prosumer related aspects than with larger stakeholder organisations or groups that have
to be dealt with in mainland countries.

3.3. INTERIM-CONCLUSIONS
As discussed, almost all drivers and stakeholders in RAI have the tendency to rather enable prosumers
than constrain them compared to mainland countries. Important exceptions are higher PV system costs
and lower buying power / financing capacity. Graph 9 below depicts this comparison by normalising the
average mainland country in the middle.

36

Emera 2015
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Graph 9: Comparison of drivers and stakeholders in RAI vs. mainland countries (the line in the middle
represents the normalised situation in an average mainland country). Authors’ analysis.
Especially the economic driver “high electricity tariffs” makes the case for prosumers in RAI. This
influences the interest of all stakeholders involved. In mainland countries this common economic
advantage does either not exist yet or has a much lower incidence. If PV system prices come further
down and the issue of financing can be alleviated, the uptake of prosumers may go quite rapidly.
Moreover, the drivers of prosumers may also have stronger impacts in RAI compared to mainland
countries because there are fewer consumers in absolute terms: If only a few consumers become
prosumers, they can have a strong influence on the power system due to the comparably high share of
each one of them in total energy demand and supply. Especially large commercial customers can have
significant effects once they start deploying roof-top PV systems.
This means that high shares of PV capacity can be built up quickly in RAI, reaching high double
percentage levels of instantaneous electricity supply within a short time and even going close to or
above 100%. For instance, in Martinique the installed PV capacity reached 60 MW already in 2013,
representing more than 25% of the maximum load. In the three Tokelau islands, PV in combination with
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storage could cover the entire electricity demand, and even exceed it, within a few months (in this case
not primarily from roof-top PV though).
Development of non-incentivised prosumers: In response to the favourable drivers discussed above, in
certain RAI project developers have started to deploy roof-top PV systems which are set up purely for
self-consumption, i.e. not injecting surplus electricity into the grid. This is happening for example in the
island of Fiji where net metering or other prosumer support policies have been discussed but do not
seem to be implemented yet. Project developers circumvent this lack of regulation by offering PV
systems “behind the meter” which reduce the electricity bills of their customers. 37 Although this
“uncontrolled” uptake of prosumerism may not be in the interest of policy makers and utilities, it may
be difficult to avoid if no prosumer-friendly regulation is put in place. As with other electrical appliances,
PV systems may become a normal feature of many households and commercial buildings in RAI.

37

http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=248442, http://www.sunergisegroup.com/about/
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4 . A N U M B E R O F C H A L L E N G E S H AV E TO B E
FA C TO R E D I N
4.1. COST CHALLENGES: HIG HER PV SYSTEM PRICES DUE TO
R EM OT ENESS OF R AI
The general challenges to the deployment of RE in RAI associated with the remoteness of these
territories were discussed in the IEA-RETD REMOTE report. Such challenges are related to economic
resources and activities, demographic trends (population growth or decline, migration within RAI and
emigration), and logistics. This section focuses on challenges that influence the system prices for PV
prosumer. Since the module costs are widely seen as a global commodity, it is mainly the Balance-ofSystem Costs that lead to higher costs per kW installed.
Logistics: Getting solar panels to RAI is costly, especially if they are ordered only in small quantities by
individual home owners or small enterprises. Also, the availability of spare parts may be an issue,
although in general PV technology is quite robust and less prone to failure than other technologies (like
diesel engines) given that there are no moving parts. Project developers, installers or cooperatives may
help to bundle projects or orders.
Market Size: RAI are often rather small, it is difficult for them to attract large investments and experts.
Small markets therefore increase installation costs, delivery and lead times, and energy systems tend to
be less advanced than the ones in mainland countries. The important differences in systems costs
among the Caribbean countries (Graph 6) shows that individual RAI markets are still isolated and
immature, and that information flow and transparency are still lacking.
Availability of Trained Technicians: Experienced engineers and installers might not be easily available as
to ensure the correct, lasting and reliable installation of PV equipment in RAI. Although PV deployment
offers opportunities for new local jobs, which could prevent the emigration of skilled workers from RAI,
local conditions and perspectives may not be sufficiently attractive. In any case, proper training of
technicians and regulatory experts has to be provided. Due to the relatively small numbers of attendees
to such trainings, those can become quite costly, leading potentially also to cost increases for overall PV
deployment.

4.2. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
There is no doubt that prosumers and high shares of PV generation can lead to technical challenges that
need to be properly managed. Such challenges are described in detail in the RE-PROSUMERS report and
include among others: over-voltages, congestion on feeders, back-feeding and two-way power flows,
stability issues due to frequency and grid voltage fluctuations, net load forecasting issues, and long term
grid planning challenges.
A number of arguments suggest that the technical challenges for prosumer integration are higher in RAI
than in mainland countries:
 Roof-top PV generation exceeding maximum demand: As described above, this issue is the most
obvious one, making the integration of prosumer systems more challenging than in mainland
countries where the uptake takes longer and where it will be less pronounced. Individual feeders or
other system components may be overstressed before the maximum system load is reached.
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 Outdated system components: In many RAI, rather old transformers and power lines can pose barriers
for distributed generation. Legacy diesel systems are often over-sized creating over-capacity issues
that lead to lower operating efficiency, and an infrastructural bias against prosumerism. Also diesel
motors are often only designed to provide base load, so control systems need to be reconfigured to
allow for more flexibility when spikes in PV supply occur. Diesel motors may idle during those times,
consuming less fuel, but running at very low efficiencies which can lead to equipment damages if the
systems are not prepared for those situations38. Moreover, maintenance staff may not have the
necessary experience on how to deal with more variable generation; and genset suppliers may not be
prepared to upgrade their products, services or guaranteed terms and conditions.
 Lacking interconnections: Congestion can happen more quickly because excess power cannot just be
exported to neighbouring countries or grids. This makes a stronger case for a higher share of selfconsumption which can avoid surplus electricity in the grid.
 Few best practices available: Another challenge for RAI lies in the fact that most of issues on how to
integrate high capacities of variable renewable energy are yet to be solved, not only in RAI but also in
mainland countries. This lack of experiences and best practices will make it harder to change both
regulatory frameworks and business models in which RAI utilities and prosumers operate
 Small system size: Because of the relatively smaller size of RAI, any failure can expose a much larger
share of the population to black-outs. As the interview partner of the North-West Territories put it:
“Reliable energy is critical in Northern communities – especially when it’s minus 40 degrees Celsius
outside.” Therefore any changes to the system configuration due to the integration of renewables or
prosumers have to be well planned and tested.
On the other hand there are also reasons why integration of prosumers can be easier in RAI than in
mainland countries:
 Lower system complexity: Energy systems in RAI are comparably less complex as there are fewer
components and less voltage levels to be managed. In the simplest case they have only one diesel
genset, in other cases they may have a handful of centralised RET or non-RET power plants. Smaller
RAI do not have any transmission grids, and the ones that exist in larger RAI have voltage levels which
are generally lower than in mainland countries (Hawaii 138 kV, La Réunion 63-90kV, Barbados 24 kV,
compared to up to 400 kV in mainland countries). However, the issues of over or undersupply and
resulting voltage and frequency problems are basically the same as in mainland grids.
 Easier system management: In most RAI one single vertically-integrated utility is in charge of
managing the entire electricity system including generation, distribution, transmission and
commercialization. This can simplify the implementation of prosumer support measures as there are
fewer stakeholders and diverging interests involved; but on the other hand, if the implementation is
not well managed, customers have few or no alternatives available to change their power provider.
Overall it can be stated that some technical issues are more challenging in RAI than in mainland
countries whereas others may be somewhat easier to handle. But as RE-PROSUMERS notes: There is a
general consensus that new grid integration strategies and technologies can overcome the limitations of
distribution networks to accommodate higher shares of variable renewables. It is therefore rather a
question about costs and regulation, i.e. how to share the costs of grid upgrades, than about technical
or technological barriers as such.

38

Power and Water Corporation 2013
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4 . 3 . T E C H N I C A L M I T I G AT I O N M E A S U R E S
RE-PROSUMERS identified three categories of technical mitigation measures in: Utility-led Solutions (like
grid enforcements, on-load tap changers, advanced transformers, etc.), prosumer-led solutions (like
storage or increased self-consumption) and interactive solutions (like demand response via price
signals).
While most utility-led solutions are more technical and highly depend on the local circumstances, some
general statements for RAI can be made regarding prosumer-led and interactive solutions, such as:
Incentivizing prosumer storage: RAI will need electric storage solutions sooner than mainland countries
because they have less flexibility options available (like interconnectors or demand response potential)
to absorb high generation from variable renewables. Although costs of battery systems are decreasing,
they are still substantial and experience with managing batteries in a way that they also provide grid
services is still limited. But especially in the sunny RAI they help to shift supply from day times to the
evening or nights, smoothing load curves and reducing the diesel generation. The break-even for
batteries in RAI will also be reached earlier as they compete with the comparably high marginal costs of
diesel gensets.
Encouraging demand response/self-consumption via price signals: Given the small size of RAI and often
only one vertically integrated utility, there may not be a “market price” and even less the need for
special local pricing. In larger RAI there may be different IPPs that interact in a market. In any case it can
make sense to establish price signals that can trigger certain prosumer demand response measures,
either to use more energy on-site (in appliances, batteries, electric cars, heat pumps, air conditioning or
water heating) or to feed more into the grid.
Supporting the development of demand sinks: A related approach is to develop demand sinks in a
more strategic and coordinated way. Such demand sinks can include thermal loads (water heating, ice
production, etc.), water desalination, as well as pumping and irrigation-related loads which may be
operated and dispatched in real-time based on grid needs. In practice, such systems (effectively
dispatchable loads) could be coordinated to better integrate the variable output from distributed
prosumers. These kinds of demand sinks are being explored in areas such as Cape Verde, among others,
to better integrate large volumes of solar and wind.
In an effort to test innovative solutions for large scale deployment, French utility EDF pilots the project
Millener in certain municipalities in La Réunion, Corsica, and Guadeloupe for house owners that use
electricity for heating and/or cooling.39 It combines a PV panel, a battery and a control unit that allows
the utility to balance VRE supply and demand by switching off the heating or air-conditioning (a kind of
“imposed demand response”); nevertheless, the prosumer has still the possibility to override the
utilities’ signal.
Curtailing as last resort: As mentioned above, the curtailment of solar PV power output should be
avoided to the highest degree possible and only be done when no other measures can be applied. The
long-term strategy should be to allow consumers to maximise the size of installations to cover as much
of their roofs as possible because in the end all energy will be needed, if not for electric appliances, then
for heating or transport. In the short-to-mid-term, sizing restriction may have to be applied in order to
reduce the impact on feeders (DGEC 2014). But prosumers that can only install systems which cover
39

http://sei.edf.com/actualites/le-projet-millener/comment-ca-marche-y-83905.html
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parts of the roof should already be encouraged to take the necessary measures which allow adding
modules and potentially also batteries at a later stage (preparation of cabling, positioning of modules,
choice of inverter, etc.).
Mandating smart meters and smart inverters: Smart inverters should be a prerequisite and standard for
all PV installations in RAI. They enable selection and orientation of PV production, energy from the grid
and potential storage based on consumption. In combination with smart meters that can be optionally
controlled by the utility based on the grid situation, the prosumer system can actively contribute to the
RAI power system and meet advanced grid functionality. It would be a lost opportunity to allow
prosumer systems to be installed that cannot provide system services. However, the potential additional
costs of these functionalities need to be put in perspective with technical advancements; later upgrades
may be advantageous.
Promoting advanced power electronics: While in traditional power systems synchronous motors are
required to keep the frequency stable, in the future power electronics and also batteries can help
mitigate the risk of frequency fluctuations.
Avoiding grid defections: Certain customers may want to completely disconnect from the grid if they
see a favourable business case and other advantages to do so. Although it may not be likely that many
prosumers will take that route (at least in the near-term), it is a possibility that should be anticipated
and planned for in advance. On the one hand, this measure can be helpful to reduce the overall power
needs and the need for grid upgrades, especially when very isolated houses have to be supplied. On the
other hand, completely disconnected prosumers will not contribute to any grid cost sharing anymore
(which is rather a financial than a technical issue), and – maybe even more important – will not provide
any power or other services to the system although it may be needed. Therefore it should be the goal to
keep prosumers connected to the network (if they are already connected and not too isolated), provide
fair remuneration for injected electricity and trigger their interest in being part of a common effort to
build up a sustainable power system for RAI. So prosumerism comes with rights and responsibilities:
Owners of roof-top systems should have the right to self-consume what is best for them but they should
also participate responsibly in improving the energy system overall.
Transparent energy statistics: Many RAI do not have elaborated energy statistics. Self-consumption may
actually lead to additional inaccuracies, especially if it goes together with grid defection. The real PV
generation and also the installed capacity can or may not be tracked by the utilities anymore. PV will
become a similar statistical challenge as it already is for energy efficiency measures, solar hot water
heaters or any appliance where not every product or system can be tracked individually but just sector
sales are reported. Therefore energy statistics have to be taken with more care in future when it comes
to planning energy system development, configuration and investments.

4.4. CHALLENGES FOR UTILITIES
Reduced profitability through reduced sales: Prosumers lead to lower sales volumes for utilities when
they self-consume energy. The part that will be self-consumed has the same effect as energy saving or
energy efficiency: in other words, it is electricity that no longer needs to be generated by the utility and
is therefore lost business. The part that is injected may a) either be sold directly to other customers,
thus still creating a margin if purchased at a lower price than diesel generation cost; or b) it may have to
be stored and used later, which would mean an additional cost for investment in batteries and
conversion losses. (Note however that the cost of PV with storage may still be below the substituted
diesel generation costs, depending on the fuel price, and the cost of delivery.)
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Limited cost recovery of generation and grid assets: Under the assumption that sales volumes for
utilities will decrease, most of the financial challenges associated to the rise of prosumers are focused
on the recovery of fixed costs of existing generation and grid infrastructure assets. In RAI, as seen above,
the main component of generation costs is the cost of fuel. Therefore each kWh saved has a very
different value than in mainland countries.
Nevertheless, the issue of recovery of fixed costs also exists in RAI, even if the relative importance is less
pronounced at the moment. In future, with more renewable assets, this ratio will change. Utilities in RAI
tend to operate within cost-of-service regulatory environments where rates are established by the
government or regulator authorizing a specific rate-of-return40. As long as rates are reviewed in
sufficiently short intervals, the risk of under-recovery of fixed can be mitigated. Potential ways on how to
finance generation and infrastructure costs are described in chapter 5.4.2.
Wholesale market price suppression: The specific issue of wholesale market price suppression is less
visible in RAI than in some mainland countries where excess PV production can lower the midday
wholesale peak prices reducing profitable time periods (this is becoming an issue for incumbents in
various countries, e.g. in Germany). The reason is that markets in RAI are not liberalized to the same
extent and utilities’ rates are established by the regulator, so these dynamics are internalized by the
utility which will have to take diesel gensets offline and out of the cost calculation if pushed out of the
merit order by RE generation.

40

In RAI where customer tariffs are kept artificially low for social reasons, the under-cost-recovery is paid through the public budget.
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5 . S T R AT E G I C P O L I C Y O P T I O N S A R E :
C O N S T R A I N , E N A B L E O R T R A N S I T I O N TO
PROSUMERS
As described in RE-PROSUMERS, policy makers in RAI should evaluate the drivers and national
conditions, balance the opportunities (described in chapter 1) with the challenges and risks (previous
chapter), in order to then define the policy strategy regarding prosumers. The three strategic choices are
constraining, enabling or transitioning to prosumers.

Graph 10: Steps to define prosumer policy strategy. Source: IEA-RETD RE-PROSUMERS.
These three choices in the context of RAI are described in the following:

5.1. CONSTRAINING
OPTION FOR RAI

PROSUMERS

–

AN

U N S U S TA I N A B L E

Constraining prosumers entails actively preventing prosumer development. The reasons for constraining
prosumers can be political, technical or financial in nature. Certain mainland jurisdictions like Spain try
to limit prosumers, presumably on the grounds that they pose a threat to incumbent utilities (officially
because they would make grid operations and recovery of grid costs more difficult). Germany imposes a
levy on self-consumed electricity, thus slowing down prosumer uptake, justifying its approach with the
argument that prosumers should also contribute to supporting legacy RE support costs.
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Certain mainland governments that are also in charge of RAI apply special energy policies for RAI, e.g.
regarding consumers tariffs; however, they do not apply special prosumer policies but just impose the
potentially restrictive mainland policies (e.g. prosumers feeding into the grid are currently not allowed in
Spain, neither on islands nor on the mainland). That way cost reductions in RAI energy systems are
prevented.
So although there may be RAI that follow a PV prosumer constraining strategy (imposed or voluntarily),
it will not be a reasonable option for all those RAI that do not have sufficient alternative RE resources
available and whose generation costs are high. Therefore this report will not elaborate on prosumer
restricting policies, even though the toolbox of possibilities is quite large: Restrictions on onsite
consumption, tight caps, restrictive roll-over policies for excess generation (i.e. how long excess power
can be banked), increased customer or demand charges, standby charges for onsite generation,
regulations prohibiting onsite generation or grid connection, rules prohibiting onsite storage, taxes on
self-consumed generation or import taxes on solar system components.

5.2.

ENABLING PROSUMERS – GET TING EXPERIENCE

The strategic choice of enabling prosumers means that basic policies to support prosumer growth are
established. In the last years, many RAI have chosen this path, allowing them make first experiences
with PV prosumers. Prosumer enabling regulatory measures can be grouped in three areas:
Connection to the grid: This includes the permission to interconnect, the specific interconnection rules,
reasonable application and review fees (see also soft costs below), fair rules for cost recovery of
potentially required grid upgrades, and transparency about potential grid limitations (e.g. instantaneous
total PV injection in function of the minimum load, or limitations on feeders).
Compensation for electricity exports to the grid: The higher the amount of exported energy that will be
compensated, the more attractive it is for prosumers; ideally all energy that is not self-consumed should
be compensated, primarily because it remains cheaper for utilities to do so in many cases than to
continue to run their own diesel plants. The adequate compensation level (above, at or below the retail
rate) depends on the circumstances, but in case of unsubsidized (i.e. high) energy prices, a
compensation at below retail rates in RAI can be reasonable. The certainty of the compensation, i.e. if
fixed contracts are established or compensation is linked to (potentially varying) retail or wholesale
prices, should be high in the beginning in order to encourage prosumer uptake.
Efforts to reduce soft costs: As mentioned before, the main reason for higher PV system prices in RAI
are the higher Balance-of-system or soft costs which include a) labour and overhead costs for
installation, b) fees and costs associated with PV system permitting, interconnection, and inspection
(e.g. time and fees to prepare and submit paperwork), and c) customer acquisition costs. As in mainland
countries, policy makers in RAI can substantially influence the latter two points by establishing lean,
transparent and rapid connection procedures, providing information about PV installations, providers,
and opportunities for prosumer opportunities, and offering training and education to installers. Due to
the comparably small customer base, it should be relatively easy for RAI to establish lean procedures.

5.3. TRANSITIONING TO PRO SUMERS
C H A N G E S T O F U R T H E R I N C R E A S E U P TA K E

–

I N C R E M E N TA L

RAI that are already further advanced in promoting distributed generation may choose to transition
more aggressively towards a prosumer uptake. Nevertheless, choosing this path after an initial enabling
phase does not come naturally: Lately it seems that various RAI that have seen quick prosumer growth
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after introducing enabling policies now tend to apply constraining policies in order to avoid larger
changes to the energy system where the consequences may not be fully clear. For instance, Grenada
switched from net metering at the full retail rate to an “export only” policy where no power onsite can
be consumed onsite and 100% has to be sold into the grid. Since the sale rate is relatively low, the
residential PV market collapsed.
The policy pathway of incremental changes can help smooth the transition towards prosumers without
suppressing the uptake. However, the measures must be carefully planned and applied because they can
quite easily lead to a constrained market environment. Measures of incremental changes include:
Applying technical mitigation measures: As described above there are number of technical measures
that can and should be applied in order to avoid system instabilities. This can involve simple changes
such as requiring all prosumers to adopt advanced inverters, or developing demand sinks to help grid
operators stabilize the network in times of high PV output and low demand.
Prosumer compensation mechanisms: Based on the experiences during the first prosumer uptake,
policy makers or regulators may want to adjust the compensation mechanisms and levels. The above
mentioned buy-all/sell-all arrangement of Grenada seem to have become a recent trend also in other
Caribbean islands: PV generators buy all the electricity they need from the utility (thus not affecting
utilities sales volume and grid charges) while selling all PV power at retail or avoided cost rate to the
utility (which may be even able to pass the costs through to all rate payers as a levy on electricity tariffs).
Although this approach can soften or even eliminate the impact on utilities, this approach exacerbates
the risk of injection peaks that can create system stability issues, particularly in a high-prosumerpenetration future, and it increases the risk of curtailment. Therefore it is actually avoiding a genuine
transition to “real prosumers” who consume parts of their PV generation and help avoiding injection
peak. It may also lead to the situation where prosumers may just redirect unofficially power flows for
their own use behind the meter, making this concept obsolete.
The full amount of energy that will be exported from rooftop installations should be compensated at a
“fair price”. Under a value-based approach a “fair price” may depend on the avoided generation costs
and potentially other benefits that prosumers provide (e.g. avoided emissions, etc.) as well as the time
when the electricity is fed into the grid. Alternatively, a “fair price” might instead be the generation cost
of the renewable energy system, as it is done in many mainland feed-in tariff policies – which might be
both attractive to the generator while also saving ratepayers money.
Once higher variable renewable penetration is achieved, full certainty of the compensation may not be
possible anymore. The pattern that is emerging at the moment is that prosumers are being
compensated at a rate lower than (and occasionally indexed to) retail rates, or fuel costs, e.g.
Seychelles’s 88%, Palau’s 50%, etc. In any case, a minimum rate or “floor” should be agreed upon to
allow prosumers to predict the minimum income of exported electricity. In Barbados the sudden fall in
oil prices and the related drop in compensation rates have posed serious problems for PV prosumers 41.
Rate Design: Time-varying prices (this could be positive or negative, depending on the jurisdiction and
level of PV penetration). Pure volumetric tariffs ($/kWh), i.e. without fixed charges, favour prosumers

41

A few years ago the Fuel Clause Adjustment (FCA) was $0.44 with the kWh being compensated at 1.8xFCA. Recently due to a change and the
price of oil that value went to 1.6xFCA with the FCA dropping as low as $0.19, resulting in a change from $0.79/kWh vs $0.30/kWh with no back
stop. Some projects were financed on the assumption that oil and subsequently the FCA were unlikely to drop below $0.40 but now have to
deal with an FCA around half of that.
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and also incentivize energy saving behaviour. But it is reasonable to have a certain fixed price for
providing the back-up service of an electric grid (similar to the fixed charge for water supply) as long as it
is not too high. With increasing levels of RE power with low or zero marginal costs in a system,
developments may even go towards flat rate pricing, similar to cell phone providers. This development
needs to be monitored with care because it could promote inefficient energy use, or indiscriminate
over-consumption.
Utility cost recovery (ratemaking): Ratemaking defines the way that regulated utilities are allowed to
recover their costs. As prosumers lead to revenue losses due to decreased sales of kWh, the
mechanisms of cost recovery have to be adjusted. Decoupling is one option to do that; it means that
the utility’s revenues are made independent of sold electricity volumes. Many US states have gained
experience with these mechanisms where utilities are rewarded for improving reliability and achieving
RE or EE targets; but there are also certain drawbacks when risks are shifted from utilities to ratepayers,
so this mechanism has to be well managed by the regulator (RAP 2011).
Market Reforms: Due to the mostly single dominating utilities in RAI, liberalized energy-only markets as
in mainland countries do not exist in most RAI. Therefore RAI energy markets will likely have to find
different ways on how to deal with new market actors like prosumers. Adjusting regulation to
accommodate for Independent Power Producers (IPP) is a first step. In advanced environments, allowing
for instance peer-to-peer power sharing, i.e. prosumer can exchange energy or credits with other
prosumers (or consumers), can be a way to make markets more prosumer-friendly.
Tax Reforms: Some RAI, like Barbados, encourage prosumers by exempting solar components from VAT
and import duties. Taxing requires a comprehensive analysis which does not only include the energy
sector but the entire tax regime. If the focus of taxing is to reduce energy consumption or fossil fuels,
then it cannot be seen as negative if customers actually do consume less and the tax base becomes
smaller. Governments will then have to explore other sources of tax income.
It may also be discussed to which degree the grid infrastructure has to be financed by rate payers. The
electricity grid is an important part of the RAI infrastructure, like roads or water supply systems. Those
are not necessarily fully paid by the users but can also be paid through taxes. This can alleviate energy
bills poor people; however, it is important to keep the costs of the energy system transparent and to not
fully expose it to the risk of strong budget fluctuations.

5.4. TRANSITIONING
TO
PROSUMERS
–
CHANGES TO REALIZE FULL OPPO RTUNITIES

STRUCTURAL

A “full” transition strategy towards prosumers involves fundamental structural changes to regulatory
and policy structures to anticipate and accommodate prosumer expansion. This prosumer strategy must
be part of a comprehensive overall renewable energy strategy for RAI. All relevant stakeholders should
be committed to that strategy, so that it is rather debated on how to achieve high shares of renewables
and less if high shares should be achieved.
It should be noted that there is not yet sufficient experience globally on how energy systems with a
very high share of variable, distributed renewables and a large number of prosumers will function,
neither in mainland countries nor in RAI. Finding solutions for the technical, financial and organisational
challenges has just begun, and due to their unique characteristics, RAI are likely to be at the forefront
of this transition.
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In this context, the following discusses briefly two of the most pressing issues related to the uptake of
prosumers, the future role of utilities and the financing.

5.4.1.

Re-defining the role of utilities

Prosumers as win-win opportunity: Utilities in RAI may be forced more quickly to change from their
conventional business of generating, transmitting, and distributing energy. It is important to make sure
that they see the uptake of prosumers as a win-win situation, at least in the long term because in the
short term potentially painful adjustments have to be made. As show above, prosumer uptake can
decrease overall energy system costs for RAI; it will be then the priority for policy makers to realize those
savings for the benefit of the RAI population as a whole, not primarily of the utility.
The main responsibility of utilities in RAI is to provide the most cost-effective and reliable electrical
service for their customers possible; it is not to increase business and sales. This does not mean that
utilities should work at a loss; however, those utilities that are active in RAI with subsidized tariffs
actually do work at a loss, even if their business results are positive. Hence, utilities should seek out all
cost-effective ways to supply both current and future demand, and purchasing a growing portion of that
electricity from independent producers, such as prosumers, presents therefore an opportunity for
utilities.
Competition – a new situation for RAI utilities: In many RAI, competition in the power sector has not
existed and has not been foreseen until recently. A certain competition is healthy to keep costs down
and improve service levels and customer satisfaction. But as shown above, for utilities, prosumers are
potential competitors that threaten their revenues and complicate energy system operation. In
liberalised markets in mainland countries, competition on the generation side was intentionally
introduced by governments in order to avoid monopolistic or oligopolistic markets. Due to their limited
size, a fully unbundled and liberalised model may not be efficient and or likely in RAI. Still, prosumers,
prosumer aggregators, other IPPs, energy cooperatives, etc. will increase the number of players in RAI,
and this may require new market rules to govern the relationships between these various actors.42
Innovative business models: Utilities may focus on selling services (light, heat, cold) rather than just
kWhs. That way they can decide on the best way to supply these services. In some cases, it may mean
installing distributed roof-top PV systems, in other cases, it may involve a combination of more energyefficient equipment or better insulated windows. While the above mentioned decoupling removes the
disincentive to invest in energy efficiency, it “does not provide the utility with a positive incentive to
invest in energy efficiency or other customer-sited resources” (RAP 2011). RE-PROSUMERS proposed
that performance-based ratemaking (PBR), where utilities’ profits and earnings are tied to achievement
of specific performance benchmarks, might be a way to provide such a positive incentive by defining
benchmarks that are related to the pro-active facilitation of PV prosumers.
Cooperation – utilities and prosumers joining forces: The increasing number of RAI that have set 100%
renewable energy targets is a promising development because a common vision of a stable, sustainable,
cost-effective energy system helps define the most suitable role for each stakeholder. As the energy
strategy sets the boundary conditions, it puts certain constraints on possible activities (or more
positively, it helps reduce the number of options) that the players may not be able to fulfill by
themselves. For instance, if a utility is not allowed to invest in centralized fossil power plants anymore

42

Competition could also be focused on system suppliers (project developers, PV suppliers), for instance in a feed-in tariff environment, it is the
customer who lets the equipment suppliers compete against each other.
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but does not have the capability or experience to deploy distributed RE systems, it needs to cooperate
with other players like prosumers or energy service companies (ESCOs) to achieve the targets. In order
to effectively complement and leverage each other’s strengths, increased cooperation between
incumbents and new players will be required.
Coordination – utilities staying in control: The IEA-RETD RES-E-NEXT study (2013) discussed
“rediscovering coordination” as an important principle for future integrated power system policy, i.e. the
activities of the regulatory authority, utility, prosumers, government and other stakeholders have to be
coordinated in order to avoid unnecessary conflicts, use synergies, and reduce inefficiencies. With fewer
players in the past, coordination in RAI was rarely required. In the future, the specific circumstances of
each RAI will determine the extent to which coordination is required and how coordination is best
organised. The incumbent utilities are the natural choice for playing the role of the system coordinator,
but they will need to be empowered by appropriate legislation and regulation in order to do so. As
coordinators they will be able to stay in control which should alleviate their concerns to lose influence
and power.
Vertically integrated utilities are also in a good position to act as neutral managers of grid infrastructure
that develop and test new operational models to manage the distribution grids. The integration of
emerging technologies like smart grids, electric vehicles and batteries allowing interactive and
transparent relationships between energy system players will offer not only a multitude of potentially
new business models but also of opportunities for utilities to stay in the centre of the energy transition.

5.4.2.

Reconceptualising of how energy infrastructure in RAI is financed

Financiers of prosumer infrastructure: The financing of the PV installations remains an issue because
the fuel costs savings lie in the future. FS-UNEP (2015) states that “the appetite of private-sector lenders
for hybrid mini-grid investments is likely limited by their small size, which results in high transaction
costs relative to anticipated revenues (of course varying from market to market).“ It is then proposed to
leverage private investments through concessional financing from international financial institutions.
While this refers mainly to large, multi-national commercial lenders, banking in RAI is often done by
credit unions or local community banks. These banks are used to smaller transactions but may not be
comfortable with new energy technologies.43 In order to attract capital from local banks, international
finance institutions or donors it is necessary to raise awareness about the importance of prosumers.
Lenders may need to modify their lending protocols to support distributed, as opposed to centralized,
RE development in RAI and to allow loan re-payments through future electricity cost savings. This could
involve developing innovative new models to support prosumer through targeted low-interest loans,
micro-finance schemes, direct capital cost subsidies, direct business development support, etc. 44
Utilities as financiers of prosumer infrastructure: Utilities are in a good position to aggregate a number
of individual projects and organise the financing with local banks or IFIs. Utilities may also directly
finance roof-top systems (applying e.g. on-bill financing schemes) and/or own them while just renting
the roof space or making special arrangements with the building owner.
Prosumer-financed investments: In cases where RAI utilities are cash-constrained financing roof-top PV
may not be an option. The Pacific Power Association (2013) benchmarks the capital position of different

43

OAS (2013)

44

About challenges of financing and potential business models se also IRENA (2013).
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utilities across the region showing that many of them are highly indebted and reliant on donor funds to
support new generation. Prosumers can serve as new capital providers in the energy sector and finance
new generation in situations where the utility is financially constrained. In other words, prosumers
might add to the total pool of capital supporting the electricity system and help prevent island utilities
from taking on more debt.
Leveraging RAI position as a “prosumer test beds” to attract R&D capital: As described in REMOTE,
useful lessons regarding high shares of renewables can be derived from projects in RAI. Instead of
applying R&D funds in selected, “privileged” areas in mainland countries, they can make a real
difference to the local population in RAI where RE is more urgently needed. The interplay of prosumers
and utilities, impacts on distribution grids, etc. can be tested under real-life conditions if PV installations
are rolled-out consistently.
Areas where RAI can demonstrate innovation and potential for transferring experiences from RAI to
mainland countries include deployment of battery systems and other storage solutions, system
behaviour at high shares of variable RE (and low shares of synchronous generation), fair cost recovery of
infrastructure costs, financing of roof-top systems for low-income households, utility business models,
etc. In other areas, the transferability of lessons learned may be more limited, e.g. when it comes to
issues that relate to complex energy markets, pricing mechanisms, and the coordination of market
actors since market liberalisation will not likely take place in RAI to the extent it has happened in
mainland countries.
There is therefore an important opportunity to set up projects in a way that lessons learned can be
extracted and gradually scaled-up in other contexts in mainland countries. Hawaii is an example of a
jurisdiction seeking to leverage its position as a test bed to launch an energy innovation cluster; others
may follow suit.45

45

http://energy.hawaii.gov/energypolicy
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6 . C O N C L U S I O N S A N D R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S
The opportunities that can come with roof-top PV prosumers in RAI are compelling: They can help to
drive down electricity costs, avoid costly fuel imports, tap the full RE potential, make RAI more resilient
and support the energy system to accommodate more renewables.
Given that most drivers in RAI are rather in favour of prosumers compared to mainland countries, and
that PV prices and installation costs continue to fall, it is quite safe to assume that prosumers in RAI will
spread sooner or later. This suggests that prosumers will likely play a major role in future RAI’s energy
systems, not only in terms of total MW but also in terms of MWh.
It is therefore recommended that policy makers in RAI investigate in more detail in their respective
context the economic, behavioural and environmental drivers, the specific national conditions, the
opportunities and potentials of prosumer uptake as well as technical and financial challenges in order to
understand the impact that prosumers can have. From there the most suitable prosumer strategy can be
derived. A strategy that aims for a structural transition towards prosumers can lead – in combination
with a comprehensive RE strategy – to fundamental changes in the energy system, namely for utilities
and the way the energy system is financed.
This report does not pretend to present the ultimate solutions; but it shows that promising concepts and
models already exist. Moreover, it proposes to recognise prosumers as an integral part of RAI energy
systems in order to manage the transition as smoothly as possible and to realize the full potential of
renewables in RAI.
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7. ANNEX: CASE STUDIES
7.1. NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, CANADA
With long days in remote northern communities in the spring and summer, Solar PV can actually provide
usable electricity for up to eight months, resulting in 800 to 1,200 kWh/a per kW installed. In 2012, the
Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) released their Solar Energy Strategy 2012-2017 to
promote the use of solar energy46. The Solar Energy Strategy sets a long-term target of installing solar
systems with the capability to supply up to 20% of the average load in NWT diesel communities 47. The
strategy indicated that the goal is to be achieved through a number of initiatives including the
development of a net metering policy, community scale solar/diesel hybrid installations and a generous
incentive program.
As a result of the Strategy, a net metering program was approved in 2014 by the Public Utilities Board,
allowing NTPC customers who own small, commercially-proven, renewable energy generators (not
exceeding 5kW) to generate their own power and to send any surplus onto the electricity grid in their
community.48
The GNWT also provides capital grants through the Alternative Energy Technology Program (AETP) to
encourage both grid-interconnected and battery-based solar charging systems. Residents can secure up
to $5,000 through the Alternative Energy Technology Program to support their investment in a solar
photovoltaic system.49
The electricity rates in Yellowknife and communities in the southern portion of the NWT which make up
75% of the population are at 30 ctCan$/kWh (electricity prices include VAT). The marginal costs are only
at 2 ctCan$/kWh because electricity is generated from hydro plants, which are largely fixed costs (the
hydro system for Yellowknife is about 100 km north, so back-up diesel generators are required, further
increasing the fixed cost component). Yellowknife has 22,000 inhabitants and a peak load of 36 MW.
The real opportunities for prosumers lie in the 25 remote communities (25% of the population) which
rely purely on diesel generation (500 kW peak at most) and where residents and commercial entities pay
55 ctCan$/kWh. Residents are subsidized down to the Yellowknife rate for the first 1,000 kilowatt hours
in the winter and the first 600 kilowatt hours in the summer. The cost of the diesel fuel alone is about 32
cents per kilowatt hour (prior to the recent decline in oil prices).
The PV net metering program promoted by the government has just started, so far (status May 2015)
some 8 roof-top plants were installed. At the moment the total allowable load is set at 20% of the
system capacity. PV system prices for government projects are estimated to be at 7 Can$/W but there
were residents able to install systems (with own manpower) for 3 Can$/W.
As with other governments, the GNWT has considered issues around generous incentive programs and
the members of the population these subsidies are benefitting. Households that can afford to install PV
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http://www.nwtclimatechange.ca/sites/default/files/Solar_Energy_Strategy_2012-2017_0.pdf

47

The NWT has a population of about 41,000 people, half of them living in Yellowknife, the others spread over 32 other communities, the
smallest with 45 people.

48

http://www.ntpc.com/customer-service/net-billing

49

http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/alternative-energy-technologies/funding-programs
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are likely to be more affluent members of the population. There are discussions around whether some
of this funding should not be invested in PV plants on roof-tops of public buildings where potentially the
entire community would benefit from. While subsidies are required in the north, investing in solar PV is
seen as a hedge against rising oil prices in the future.
The (vertically integrated) utility Crown Corporation is supportive of further RE deployment. NWT
residents and politicians are well aware of rising energy costs and the impact of energy use on the
environment. The government does fund alternative energy projects to ensure that these projects do
not further exacerbate the already very high cost of energy and the high cost of living in the north.
An innovative solar-diesel-battery project in Colville Lake has been partially financed by the GNWT. This
project includes a 135 kW PV system, battery system, and new diesel gensets that will allow for the
diesel gensets to be shut off completely at times during the summer months (note that this is not a
utility project as opposed to a prosumer project).50

7.2. H AWA II
Hawaii has just upgraded its former target to generate 40% renewable electricity by 203051 to a 100%
target by 2045. The bill came into effect in May 2015, making Hawaii the first US state with a 100%
renewable electricity target.52
Most of the potential is in geothermal electricity generation which is located on the island of Hawaii,
while the largest demand is on the island of Oahu, some 270 km away. It is planned interconnect the
islands in the future. Total population is 1.5 million, spread over 7 of the 8 islands. The Hawaii Energy
Facts & Figures (November 2014) only shows a solar potential of some 2000 GWh, meaning that a
maximum of 20 % of the current electricity demand (10,000 GWh) could be covered by solar PV. 53
Total of firm capacity 2.8 GW and of variable capacity 1.5 GW installed54. 85% of kWh are used by
commercial customers. In 2013 there were 312 MW of PV installed, generating 404 GWh (about 4% of
total consumption).
Hawaii’s energy polices supporting PV include:
 Net Energy Metering (NEM), which allows residential customers to receive full retail value for excess
solar energy occasionally fed to the grid;
 Feed in Tariffs (FIT), which allow the owners of small renewable energy projects to receive fixed rates
for renewable electricity provided to the grid; and
 State tax incentives.
Hawaii’s electricity prices are three times higher than the U.S. average.

50

Information largely based on input from interview with Dave Nightingale, NWT Government and http://www.nwtenergy.ca/

51

http://energy.hawaii.gov/renewable-energy

52

The bill was signed by the governor on 10 June 2015. http://www.go100percent.org/,
http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/measure_indiv.aspx?billtype=HB&billnumber=623&year=2015
53

http://energy.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/HSEO_FF_Nov2014.pdf

54

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawaiian_Electric_Industries
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Hawaii had experienced a very strong growth of roof-top solar, with 850 solar home systems in 2008 to
51,000 end of 2014, making up 12% of HECO’s 45,000 customers. In order to mitigate grid problems, end
of 2013 HECO introduced a new provision which required PV applicants to go through a technical
interconnection review process if their circuits were exposed to a high amount of solar PV. This new
process let to a large back-log of applications resulting in solar companies having to lay-off personnel.55
By now (beginning of 2015) HECO claims to have cleared almost the entire backlog.
HECO also assures that they will continue to promote PV installations and to continue the net metering
scheme. Its energy commitments by 2030 include (1) Nearly tripling the amount of distributed solar, (2)
Achieving 65 percent renewable energy use and (3) Lowering customer bills by 20 percent.
A new transitional generation program would address the issue of customers who do not have roof-top
solar bearing more of the growing costs for operating and maintaining electric grids (growing from $38
million end of 2013 to $53 million end of 2014). There are also efforts to double the threshold for
neighbourhood circuits to accept solar systems which would reduce the number of required
interconnection studies.56 In certain cases prosumers contribute to sharing costs for upgrading certain
control systems in neighbourhood substations to allow feeders handle PV generation.
Still, in2013 solar PV contributed only 0.36% to Hawaii’s energy mix, over 85% still stems from fossil
fuels57. About one third of the imported oil is used for electricity generation, one third for jet fuels and
one third for automobiles and boats.
Although Hawaii has in general an advanced policy, it is clear that the strategy has to be reviewed: The
LCOE of solar given in the Fact and Figures are outdated (and not specific for Hawaii), and the calculation
of potentials is done based on outdated assumptions, e.g. it assumes $8,750/kW installed for residential
and $7,000/kW for commercial roofs 58. The Fact & Figures already report roughly half that price in 2014
(based on national figures). The scenario with the highest installed PV capacity came up with only about
950 MW, so one third of it this was already installed by 2013.It is therefore required to review those
scenarios.
In 2014 the Public Utilities Commission criticized the utilities observing that “… the HECO companies
appear to lack movement to a sustainable business model to address technological advancements and
increasing customer expectations.” They claim that “… the utilities will need to plan proactively for
future additions of Distributed Energy Resources.”59 The Hawaiian PUC sees the issues that the Hawaiian

55

http://www.mminews.com/150203sgtpr.html, accessed 14 May 2015

56

http://www.heco.com/heco/_hidden_Hidden/CorpComm/Hawaiian-Electric-Companies-continue-to-move-ahead-with-rooftop-PV?cpsextcurrchannel=1, accessed 14 May 2015. Currently an Interconnection Requirement Study may be necessary if the total
Distributed Generation on a circuit is above 75% of the Daytime Minimum Load (DML), and it is mandatory at levels above 250% of DML, see

http://www.heco.com/heco/_hidden_Hidden/CorpComm/Summary-of-Interconnection-Policies?cpsextcurrchannel=1
57

http://www.heco.com/heco/_hidden_Hidden/CorpComm/Summary-of-Interconnection-Policies?cpsextcurrchannel=1

58

http://www.hawaiicleanenergyinitiative.org/storage/pdfs/Hawaii%20Clean%20Energy%20Initiative%20Scenario%20Analysis_M
arch%202012.pdf
59

http://puc.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Commissions-Inclinations.pdf , see also
http://www.transverter.com/REACH7.pdf
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utilities have to deal with especially through uptake of distributed generation as a test case for mainland
countries, a “postcard from the future”.60
Lessons learned: The uptake of prosumers can go very fast, procedure should be put in place early to
deal with potential technical issues but allowing companies forecast the number of new projects to be
approved. It will be interesting to follow the developments in Hawaii and to see if the utilities will fully
embrace renewables and if their business model and regulation will be adjusted accordingly.

7.3. BARBADOS
In 2012 Barbados signed the Declaration on Achieving Sustainable Energy for All in Small Island
Developing States (SIDS) pledging to achieve 29% renewables share in electricity by 2029 61.
Recent developments seem to have outpaced the government: The website of the Government of
Barbados still states: “The major problem with increasing renewable energy use is the fact that using
this type of energy is generally significantly more expensive than using conventional energy sources. For
example, Photovoltaics is very expensive to introduce to individual homes.”62
The utility Barbados Light & Power Company (BL&P) offers net billing programme (“Renewable Energy
Rider”) in place under a “buy all/sell all” billing arrangement63. It is tied to the price of oil. It has been
reported that the arrangement has worked well up until this point in time but slowed down when the
price of oil dropped. BL&P’s mother company Emera Caribbean64 presented a 100% RE plan in early
2015 with concrete milestones of RE uptake and decommissioning dates of fossil generation. This plan is
not widely known though.
In 2014 solar installations increased considerably, in total there are now 7 MW installed65. At the
beginning of March 2015 there were 7MW of projects in the queue to be installed and connected (6MW
of commercial projects and 1 MW of residential projects). There are no utility projects in Barbados as
yet, a 10MW farm is in the development stage. The maximum system size is 150kW. Including grid
mitigation it is estimated that Barbados could have the 65MW of solar in a few years.
Apart from the Renewable Energy Rider the government applies 0% sales tax and 0% Import duties to
PV equipment.
An interviewee commented on technological drivers: “Barbados has a very stable electricity grid that
services the entire island which means the need for battery backup or off grid systems is very low. That
being said, some homeowners prefer the peace of mind of having an option to be separate from the
grid, say in the case of a hurricane power outage. Battery systems like Tesla's Powerwall will eventually
be important as Barbados increases the level of RE generation.”

60

http://www.utilitydive.com/news/hawaiis-overhaul-of-the-utility-business-model/259923/

61

http://www.fsmgov.org/barbados.pdf

62

http://www.energy.gov.bb/web/renewable-energy-in-barbados, accessed 15 May 2015

63

http://www.blpc.com.bb/cus_servicerider.cfm

64

BLPC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Emera Caribbean (EC) which is a subsidiary of Emera Inc. of Nova Scotia, Canada.

65

http://www.solarbarbados.com/solar-pv-barbados/
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“As far as electric cars are concerned, they are very important in Barbados. With relatively small
distances and essentially flat land, the island is a perfect fit for electric vehicles. Megapower is the main
company on the island that has been importing Nissan Leafs and they are growing in popularity. Due to a
weak financial position and in an effort to increase tax revenue, the government recently increased the
import duty on electric cars (it was much lower before) to the point where it is more expensive than its
gas equivalent. E.g. At the moment a Nissan leaf is taxed BDS$30,000 at the port and a gas powered
vehicle of the same specification is taxed at BDS$22,000. This move has set back the industry
substantially.”66

7.4. SABA
Interview with Sergio Ugarte, SQ Consult
The island of Saba is located 45 km southwest of Sint Maarten in the leeward region of the Caribbean. It
is about 4.5 kilometres in diameter, with an area of 13 km2. The island has a rocky coast and consists of
a dormant volcano with steep slopes and almost no plain areas. Saba is home to approximately 2000
permanent residents and since the 10th of October 2010 is formally part of the Netherlands as a ‘public
entity’. Saba is therefore one of the “Overseas Countries and Territories” (OCT) which does not belong
to the European Union but that has a special associate status and is eligible to apply for support from
European funds.
Electricity production is centralised in a light diesel fuel power plant of 4.5 MW of capacity producing
approximately 10 GWh. The peak demand is of 1.4 MW. The plant is operated and owned by SEC - Saba
Electric Company which was founded only in 2014 when the utilities of several Antilles islands were
separated . The diesel engines of the current power plant are not suitable for (heavy) fuel oil, which
makes their operation even more expensive than other similar size diesel power plants. Relocation and
modernisation of the current diesel power plant is in process of implementation with funding from the
Dutch government.
The transmission of electricity from the power plant to the four villages of Saba is made at 12.4 kV and it
is largely underground. Distribution grids use 128 V with a frequency of 60 Hz.
Cost of electricity generation can go up to 0.51 USD/kWh (depending on the oil price); 50% of this cost is
expenditure in fossil fuels and lubricants, the other 50% corresponds to operational costs, including
operation and maintenance, capital costs (depreciation, amortization and interests) and overhead and
administration costs. Tariffs vary between 0.34 USD/kWh and 0.40 USD/kWh, depending on the
calculated “fuel clause”. The “fuel clause” is calculated monthly and it is based on the cost of the fuel
consumed at the power plant for the previous month divided by the net sales of electricity of that
month. The “fuel clause” mitigates the financial risk that small power companies are exposed to by
allowing both increases and decreases in fuel costs to be passed on to customers automatically. Saba
faces permanent difficulties to cover the production costs of electricity because its revenues are always
below the production cost. Saba currently depends on a permanent subsidy from the Dutch government
to cover this loss.
The government of Saba has the long-term vision is to become a 100% sustainable energy island. It
made a firm decision to start immediately with the transition towards a sustainable energy supply to
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Information partially provided through email exchange with Khalid Grant, Solar PV Consultant, Solar Genesis Inc, www.solargenesis.com ,

www.SolarBarbados.com
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reach a 40% share of renewables by 2020. The government of Saba has started with the tendering
process to install 1 MW of solar photovoltaic energy funded by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs.
The culmination of this photovoltaic system is expected by mid of 2016. The installation of the first 1
MW solar photovoltaic system will increase the contribution of renewable energy in Saba’s electricity
supply from 0% to 20%. A photovoltaic system of 1 MW on Saba could produce 2 GWh of electricity
(about 20% of Saba’s current electricity demand). A second PV plant of 1 MW is planned for 2017 with
funding from the 11th EDF territorial allocation. A roof-top programm has not been considered so far,
partly because of the additional complexity.
Main income of Saba: a) Saba operates an international Medical School with 500 students and
professors, that get renewed every 3 years. This university is linked to schools in US and mainly Canada.
They bring the main private income. b) Eco tourism activities for diving in the coral reef and hiking.
Visitors of Saba would like to see their money stay in a sustainable island. Type of life in Saba is: “Be
sustainaible, enjoy and protect nature”. So main drivers for RE are a) affordability, b) sustainability
attitude, c) it follows the Dutch policy which is to decarbonize the energy sector, therefore the central
government is not for extending an unsustainable supply.

7.5. CYPRUS
In 2013, 15 MW of PV installed (32 MW cumulative) with 28 W/capita. In 2015, 60 MWp with a 2020
target of 192 MWp. Total electricity installed 1658 MW (2012), total energy consumption was at 4296
GWh. Solar resource: 2000 kWh/m2/a.
A ‘net-metering’ system, in the form of Renewable Energy Credits, is in place since 2013. The policy
concerns residential consumers connected to the grid with installations of up to 3kWp. In March 2015,
there were 6200 systems installed (18.5 MWp). Feed-in-tariffs exist and represent 1841 systems (42
MWp).
In June 2013, the Cypriot cabinet decided to promote the installation of 2000 roof-top PV household
systems and included a €900-per-kilowatt subsidy for up to 3 kW per household, later extended to
further non-subsidized 3,000 roof-top household systems totalling 9 MW, and roof-top net metering
systems for commercial and industrial buildings totalling 10 MW. In June 2014, 5000 additional ones
were installed via net-metering. 67
Cyprus forms part of the Global Renewable Energy Islands Network (GREIN)68 together with Jamaica,
New Zealand, Niue, Palau, Solomon Islands and Tonga.

7 . 6 . PA L AU
Country's population of around 18,000 is spread across 250 islands. A target of 20% of renewable energy
in 2020 was set. PV installed capacity end of 2013: 0.19 MWp, 9.05 Wp/capita. 2011 total capacity of 28
MW and 70.78 GWh produced. The Palau Net Metering Act for residential installations of up to 5 kW
connected to the grid is in place since in 2012. Solar resource: 2007 kWh/m2/year

67

Sources: http://www.raee.org/docs/CONF_PVNET_6MARS2015/2_CYPRUS_DSO_06_March_2015.pdf;
http://www.epia.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/EPIA_Global_Market_Outlook_for_Photovoltaics_2014-2018__Medium_Res.pdf; http://www.map.ren21.net/PDF/ProfilePDF.aspx?idcountry=199
68

http://grein.irena.org/
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Workshop in April 2013 with Palau president and IRENA concluding that Palau could easily install
photovoltaic (PV) power systems, using solar cells on roof-tops and parking lots, to provide up to 30% of
the island’s total electricity requirements. In May 2015, a 150 kW grid solar PV plant was inaugurated.
The UAE to fund renewable energy projects in four Pacific islands including Palau. All the PV projects are
to be completed in 2016 and represent 434 kW of solar PV and the delivery of 100 solar systems, each
1.7 kW.69

7.7. OTHER ISLANDS
Fiji formulates in its Strategic Action Plan from 2013 an 81% target by 2020. 70 The draft NEP 2014
defines a 100% RES-E target by 2030. In Fiji there were 4600 Solar Home Systems deployed but by 2014
there were no feed-in tariffs, net metering provisions or incentive programmes to promote distributed
generation by households and SMEs (2014).71 A FiT and net metering mechanism were supposed to be
in place by end of 2014, no evidence could be found that this has materialised in the meantime. In the
Fiji islands net metering or other prosumer support policies have been discussed but seem to not be
implemented yet. Nevertheless, some businesses are trying to promote self-consumption with PV,
apparently with no need for exporting energy to the grid.72
Bonaire has been described in REMOTE, it is one of the islands with a 100% RE strategy based on an
existing wind farm a diesel genset which in future is supposed to run on biomass (algae). The plant
manager of Contour Global Bonaire stated that he is not aware of any roof-top PV deployment on-going
in Bonaire.
Cook Island has a 100% renewable electricity target by 202073 but there are only some 5 MW of capacity
to be substituted by RE.
Grenada has electricity prices at 0,45 $/kWh74 and there seems to be a net metering policy in place.75
The Government websites are outdated. The draft of an Electricity Supply Bill was issued in February
2015, it includes provisions on self-generation and sales of access electricity to the grid. 76 The National
Energy Policy is from 201177. A cap is put at 7 MW (peak demand is at 30 MW, installed capacity at 49
MW).78 Currently, 40 small (less than 10 kilowatts [kW]) and a few large (more than 10 kW) PV systems
are in service, totaling 492 kW. Grenada spends 13% of the GDP on fuel imports for electricity.

69

https://www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publications/Palau.pdf,
http://prdrse4all.spc.int/production/node/4/content/palau-net-metering-act
70

http://www.fdoe.gov.fj/images/NEP2013/draft_strategic_action_plan_2013.pdf

71

http://www.fdoe.gov.fj/images/NEPReviewWorkPlan/fiji_se4all_report.pdf . Data from Reegle are only from 2012 where no solar

power was reported.
72

http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=248442, http://www.sunergisegroup.com/about/

73

http://go100re.net/properties/cook-islands/

74

http://www.gov.gd/egov/news/2014/sep14/01_09_14/item_2/usa_grenada_pilot_energy_intiative.html

75

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62699.pdf

76

http://www.gov.gd/egov/docs/legislations/draft-electricity-supply-bill.pdf , Part IV, art. 13, p. 16-17

77

http://www.gov.gd/egov/docs/other/GNEP_Final_Nov_23_2011.pdf

78

http://www.ftc.gov.bb/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=262
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US Virgin Islands get help from the Department of Energy and NREL on their energy plans. Uptake of PV
seems to go quick, a netmetering programme and a FiT are in place 79.
Caribbean Countries (overall): Caribbean countries with supportive policies: Aruba, Barbados, Bermuda,
Cayman Islands, Curaҫao, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Jamaica, Martinique,
Puerto Rico, St. Kitts, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, U.S. Virgin Islands. Countries with no supportive
policies: Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Bahamas, Belize, Bonaire, British Virgin Islands, Guyana, Haiti,
Montserrat, Nevis, St. Lucia (Mixed), Trinidad & Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands. Antigua & Barbuda,
Jamaica, Barbados, Grenada, and U.S. Virgin Islands are reported to have programs cancelled, changed,
or under review due to hitting capacity caps.80

7 . 8 . C A L C U L AT I O N O F P V R O O F T O P P O T E N T I A L S ( D A TA A N D
ASSUMPTIONS)
For the calculation of the PV rooftop potentials and shares of electricity consumption in Graph 3, the
following data and assumptions were used. Note that this is calculation represents just a rough
estimation which requires a detailed analysis on a case-by-case basis.
USA
People (Thousand)
PV rooftop potential [MW]
(see source)

Germany

France

319.000

80.620

66.000

661.00081

75.00082

100.00083

2,1

0,9

1,5

MW/1000 people
(calculated)
MW/1000 people
(assumed)
PV rooftop potential [MW]
(calculated)
Full load hours

Cyprus

Martinique

Palau

1.140

386

18

1,0

1,0

1,0

1.140

386

18

1.100

900

1.100

1.900

1.700

1.900

Total generation [GWh]

727.100

67.500

110.000

2.166

656

34

Electricity consumption
[GWh]

4.127.000

660.000

575.000

4.770

1.400

83

18%

10%

19%

45%

47%

41%

Percentage of total
consumption covered by
roof-top PV
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http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62701.pdf

80

Source: Meister Consultants (2015)

81

Denholm & Margolis 2008, see RE-COM-PROSUMERS (forthcoming)

82

BMWi, , see RE-COM-PROSUMERS (forthcoming)

83

ADEME, http://www.ademe.fr/sites/default/files/assets/documents/82574_feuillederoute_electricitephotovoltaique.pdf , p. 11
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MEMBER COUNTRIES OF RETD

The International Energy Agency’s Implementing Agreement for Renewable Energy
Technology Deployment (IEA-RETD) provides a platform for enhancing international
cooperation on policies, measures and market instruments to accelerate the global
deployment of renewable energy technologies.
IEA-RETD aims to empower policy makers and energy market actors to make informed
decisions by: (1) providing innovative policy options; (2) disseminating best practices related
to policy measures and market instruments to increase deployment of renewable energy,
and (3) increasing awareness of the short-, medium- and long-term impacts of renewable
energy action and inaction.
Current member countries of the IEA-RETD Implementing Agreement are Canada, Denmark,
France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Norway, and United Kingdom.

More information on the IEA-RETD can be found at
www.iea-retd.org

